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HELLINGER INTEGRALS, CONTIGUITY 
AND ENTIRE SEPARATION 
FRIEDRICH LIESE 
Hellinger integrals of distribution laws are estimated in terms of Hellinger integrals of the 
corresponding conditional distributions belonging to an increasing sequence of sub-er-algebras. 
The estimates are employed for a new approach to the problem of contiguity and entire separa-
tion of sequences of distribution laws. New sufficient conditions in predictable terms both for 
contiguity and entire separation are derived. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper we investigate Hellinger integrals of distribution laws P, Q 
defined on a probability space equipped with a filtration g 0 E gf. £ .... A key 
role plays Theorem 1 where estimates for Hellinger integrals and Hellinger measures 
in terms of conditional distributions are stated. These estimates generalize results 
obtained earlier in [4]. There the problem of convergence in variational distance 
and error probabilities in the problem of testing statistical hypotheses were treated. 
In the present paper Theorem 1 is employed for deriving necessary and sufficient 
conditions for contiguity and entire separation of two sequences of probability 
measures. On the one side the well-known conditions [6] for contiguity and entire 
separation will be deduced from Theorem 1. On the other side, new conditions will 
be given. These conditions are formulated in terms of the Hellinger integrals of the 
conditional distributions. Thereby the parameter of the Hellinger integrals tends 
to 1. Applying these results in statistics one sequence (denoted by Q„) corresponds 
to null hypothesis whereas the other sequence P„ belongs to a sequence of alternatives 
which has shown to be contiguous with respect to Q„. Both, the conditions in [6] 
and the new conditions in Theorem 2 are formulated in such a way that certain 
conditions concerning the conditional distributions are assumed to be fulfilled 
P„ — a.s. for n large. But in many cases the structure of the alternatives P„ is more 
complicated than that of the null hypotheses Q„. Consequently, it is desirable to state 
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sufficient conditions for contiguity formulated in terms of Q„. Assertions of this 
kind are established in Theorem 4 and 5. 
We apply the general estatimates to the special case where P„ corresponds to 
a sequence of Markov processes and Q„ are the distribution laws of a sequence 
of independent random variables. As an example we study Gaussian first order 
autoregressive processes. 
1. NOTATIONS AND RESULTS 
Let [Q, <y] be a measurable space and P, Q probability measures on [Q, <y]-
Suppose R is a probability measure dominating P and Q. Denote by X, Ythe Radon-
Nikodym derivatives with respect to R. As in [9] we introduce the Hellinger measure 
^ S . P , Q by 
*W>-) = J A 
H5(P, Q) = jVY
1"* dR = Җ,p,Q(Q), 0 < s < 1 , 
__ J T Y ^ ' d R , A e g , 0 < s < l . 
The functional 
is called Hellinger integral of order s. Suppose ~f0 £ gfi — •••is non-decreasing 
sequence of sub-a-algebras generating $• where g 0 = {0, Q}. Denote by Pk, Qk, Kk 
the restrictions of P, Q, R to %k. Put Xk = dP,c/dRt, Yk = dQjdRfc. 
Then 
X. = ER(X|&)> n = E R ( Y | g t ) . 
We write A £ B R-a.s. if R(A n B) = 0. For real numbers a, b the symbol ab® 
denotes ab~l if b =j= 0 and 0 if _ = 0. For every non-negative supermartingale 
~,k, k = 0 , 1 , . . . . the following inclusions hold R-a.s. 
(1) {..-! = 0} £ {ERfe | & - , ) = 0} £ fe = 0} . 
Since x^1-1* is a concave function X£7|£
1'~S is a non-negative supermartingale. 
Put 
t!. = * A e - > , n = nn®, 
^ - ^ " l - i - . ) 
for fc ^ 1 and H5>0 = 1. Then 
(2) H_,. = (ER(-f„n
1_s 18.-0) (-«.-in-iOe R-a-s-
Jensen's inequality for conditional expectation implies 
0 < Hs<k < 1 R-a.s. . 
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Introduce Gsk, 0 <. /c < a;, by 
1 = 0 
and note that because of 0 < Hs>k 5 1 the possibly infinite product is well-defined. 
Gsk is closely related to Gtk, t 4= s, and to JSik defined by 
U = 1 ( 1 - ".,,) . 
; = o 
In the case s = \ we omit the index \. Given real numbers a, b we set a A b = 
= Min (a, b), a v b = Max (a, b). 
Proposition 1. Suppose 0 < s < 1, 0 < s1 < s2 < 1 and 0 < k <. oo. Then 
R-a.s. 
- - J , . * - * G5. t_. exp { - 7S,} 
S! ! ,? ) , ( , " ' 2 ) =G ! , I ^G; ; ;« , 
Notice that both Gs fc and_/st are 3 * - , measurable. Consequently as {/c: 0 <. k < oo, 
Gs,k > 0} + 0 in view of G s 0 = 1 
Ts = sup{/c: GStk > 0} 
is well-defined and it is a stopping time. The second inequality in Proposition 1 
shows that for 0 < s. < s2 < 1 it holds Ts, = TS2 R-a,s. Consequently the index 
s can be omitted in the sequel. Put £,k = X
s
kYk'
s. The inclusions (l) show that both 
Xk-l and Yk-t are strictly positive on {T> k). Hence 
-R(t/*|g*~i)= - R ( n | o V 0 . = 1 
and 
1 - HStk = ER{sUk + (1 -s)Vk- U
s
kVr
s | &_/) 
R-a.s. on {T > k). This yields 
U,T = £ ER(_C7, + (1 - s) V; - [/'J/.
1- ! 3 , -0 
i = l 




The process j f c A T has been introduced in [6] and [2], where conditions for conti-
guity and entire separation have been established in terms ofJkAT. 
If Q is a product space and regular conditional distributions do exist then,'roughly 
speaking, Hsk is the Hellinger integral of the conditional distributions belonging 
to P and Q, respectively. To be more precise, let [D1 ; 91"/], [ 0 2 , 2t2], ••• be a se-
quence of measurable spaces which are assumed to be of type (B) in the sense of [3]. 
Suppose the a-algebras 91,- are countably generated, i = 1, 2 , . . . . Put Q = X^,- , 
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g = ® 2I;, m ^ co and denote by gft the sub-cr-algebra of g generated by the 
; = i 
projections up to /.. Set g 0 = {0,Q}. Assume P, Q are probability measures on 
[Q, g ] and R is a dominating probability measure. Denote by Ku Lu M, the distribu­
tions of the first coordinate and by K/(QU to 2 , . . . , co,_j, A;), L;(coj,co2,..., co,_j, A;), 
M;((Oj, co2,..., co,_j, V;), cofc e Q t , A; e 9J; regular conditional distributions belong­
ing to P, Q, R. 
As the o-algebras 9t,: are countably generated we find (see [10]) St. <g) ... ® 2t ; 
measurable functions p ;(cOj,..., co;), g,(cOj, ..., oo;) which fulfil the conditions 
p/tt>u ..., co;) M^coj, ..., co;_j, dco,) = K ;(co l5 ..., co,_j, A,) 
qi(a>u ..., Co,-) M;(c0j, ..., «,_!, dco,) = L ;(coj,..., co ;_ l s A;) 
for every cox e Q , , ..., co;_.x e f l , . , , A;6 2l;, /' = 2, 3, .... Consider j>;, g ; to be 
defined on [Q, $]• An easy calculation shows 
Xk^l\Pl, Yk = l \ q i , fc<oo, R-a.s. 
i = 1 i = 1 
Hence U; = ph V; = qt R-a.s. on the set {T> /} _= {X;_i > 0, Y;_j > 0}. This 
leads to 
HSJ = ER(UjV/- i g,_j) = LwrM/-, dco;) = 
= H/X ;,L ;) R-a.s. on {T> /} . 
Note that T > 1 if K1 and Lj are not singular and Hsl = 0 if Kt and Lx are singular. 
Hence 
(3) G S i f c A T = n H s ( K ; , L ; ) ^a . s . 
/= i 
0 
where the convention V] HS(K;, L;) = 1 is used. 
/ = i 
Relation (3) can be applied to product measures P = X u ;, Q = X v;. But in this 
i = i > = i 
case, without any additional assumptions concerning the measurable spaces, an 
easy consideration shows 
feлГ 
G s , t . 7 = n
H X M i , v ; ) R-a.s. 
i= 1 
We now return to the general situation. In the following theorem estimates of 
Hellinger measures and Hellinger integrals, respectively, will be established. The 
bounds will be formulated in terms of Gsk. Denote by 1(A) the indicator function 
of the set A. 
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Given real numbers with 
0 < Si < s < s2 < 1 , or 0 < s2 < s < Sj < 1 
we put 
*г-f^Ą, ß, = ^ 
s(s - Sj) 1 - S. 
_ (í-s2)s ß 2 = (---)(-_-«) 
We make use of the conventions 0" = oo , oo" = 0 for a < 0 in Theorem 1 and 
in the sequel. 
Theorem 1. Suppose P, Q are probability measures on [Q, 5 ] which is equipped 
with a non-decreasing sequence %0 £ g i — ••• of sub-o-algebras generating g 
and g 0 _ {0, Q}. Assume S is a stopping time with respect to go — 51 = • • • and 0 < 
< s2 < s < st < 1. Then 
(4) HS(P, Q) _ [EpG-s]P' v [EQG«s]fe - P(S < co) Q
1 " ' (S < oo). 
Alternatively, for every Aeg, 0 < s t < s < s 2 < l 
(5) * . .P l Q (A ) g [Ep /(A) _ « , ] * A [EQ /(A) G ^ ] ^ . 
Remark. In case of product measures P = X H,, Q = X v; with equivalent compo-
nents uf ~ V; we see that T — co and
 i = ' , = * 
Gs,ro=flHs(u,v,.). 
i = i 
Putting S = oo and letting s t | s, s2 | s we achieve equality in (4) since [8] 
Hs(P,Q) = nH s(u ,v f) . 
; = l 
Analogously, if A = Q, s. | s, s2 i s equality in (5) is attained. 
Corollary. For every 0 < y < 1 
(6) H s (P,Q)_y + Jrs,P,Q(Gs,00>y) 
(7) HS(P, Q) _ y - P
s(Gs,m < y) Q
l's(GS:00 < y). 
Inequality (7) and inequality (5) for A = Q have been already obtained in [4] where 
the distributions P, Q are defined on product spaces and constructed by regular 
conditional distributions. 
Now we will turn to the problem of contiguity and entire separation of two sequen-
ces of probability measures. 
Definition. Suppose [Q„, $„] is a sequence of measurable spaces and P„, Q„ prob-
ability measures on [Q„, g,,]. P„ is said to be contiguous with respect to Q„(P„<i Q„) 
if for every sequence Ak e _•*, Qk(Afc) -> 0 implies Pk{Ak) -> 0 as k -» oo. The 
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sequences Pk, Qk are said to be entirely separated (Pk AQk) if there exists a se­
quence Bk e %k with 
lim [Pk(Bk) + Qk(B'k)] = 0 . 
ic-*=o 
Suppose now each measurable space [Q,„ g„] is equipped with a non-decreasing 
sequence g 0 „ E g l n g . . .of sub-a-algebras with g 0 „ = {0,Q„}, 5„ = c?( U 5n,„)-
A = 0 
Let for every n the measures P,„ Q„ be dominated by the probability measure 
R„. Denote by Pk „, Qk ,„ Kk „ the restrictions of P„, Q„, R„ to g t,„. Introduce Xk>n, 
Yk,„, Uk<n, V.,„, T„,' G,,,,n', J M analogous to Z fc, Yt, U„ V„ T, GMjk, Jk. Put 
> UM > 0 , vk>„ = o 
U „ = ---* к „ > o 
0 Ut,„ = 0 , vki„ = o 
L M is the likelihood-ratio of the conditional distributions with respect to g t,„. 
We now formulate criteria for contiguity. 
Theorem 2. The following assertions are equivalent 
(8) P„ o Q„ 
(9) lim lim HS(P„, Q„) = 1 
s t l n-^0 
(10) liffi Hm Ep^G,,^,, = 1 
S T 1 — C O 
(11) lim lim P„( sup Lt,„ > c) = 0 
r-»a> n-»oD 1 Sfc<co 
and 
En" hm PiJ^,, > c) = 0 . 
Remark. The implication (8) <-> (9) is a general criterion for contiguity established 
in [5]. The implication (8) <-> (11) has been proved in [2], [6] by entirely different 
methods. 
Now we will formulate necessary and sufficient conditions for entire separation 
Put 
(P„ л Q„)(A) = íl(A)(X„ л Y„)dR„. 
Theorem 3. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(12) P„ AQ„ 
(13) there exists 0 < s < 1 with hm HS(P„, Q„) = 0 
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(14) there exists 0 < s < 1 with Hm Gs>00>„ dXs>Pn>Q„ = 0 
(15) there exists 0 < s < 1 with Hm GSj00>„ d(P„ A Q„) = 0 . 
The implication (12) <->-(13) is a general criterion for entire separation established 
in [5]. 
From Holder's inequality one easily concludes 
^IrT^HA) = •*",,.P.Q04) = ^Ssl2{U
A) 
0<s1<s2< l.This inequality and the second inequality in Proposition 1 show that 
(13), (14) and (15) hold for every 0 < s < 1 provided that they hold for some 0 < 
< s < 1. 
Corollary 1. If there exists 0 < s < 1 so that 
lim(EP„Gs>00>„) A (EQ„GS>00>„) = 0 
then P„ AQ„. 
Corollary 2. Suppose there exists 0 < s < 1 such that 
(16) lim EP„GS0O>„ = 0 . 
Then P„ AQ„. 
If additionally Em Irm P„( sup L i ;„>c)==0 
c-co n-oo lSJKoo 
then P„ AQ„ implies (16) for every 0 < s < 1. 
Corollary 2 has been stated in a slightly different form in [6] where entirely different 
methods have been used. In [6] the condition 
lim limP„(ioo,« < c) = o 
is used instead of (16). By Proposition 1 this is stronger than (16). But under the 
additional condition above they are equivalent (see the proof of Corollary 2). 
In Theorem 2 the conditions for contiguity are formulated with respect to P„. 
In statistics P„ plays the role of a contiguous alternative whereas Q„ is the null hypo-
thesis. In many cases the structure of the measure Q„ is essentially more transparent 
than that of P„. Consequently, criteria for contiguity formulated in terms of Q„ 
would be useful for applications in statistics. A result in this direction is Theorem 4 
which follows from (4) and (9). 
Theorem 4. Suppose there exists a function v|/(s) on (a, 1), 0 < a < 1, such that 
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0 < xj/̂ s) < s for every a < s < 1 and 
lim lim [ E ^ G r <+',<*))]-0MS» = ] 
s t l 
where 
ад = -^Ä__ Ыs) _ ?_Z_Mi) U (!--)(--•(.))' W Щ ' 
Then P„ <a Q„. 
In order to derive further conditions which are sufficient for contiguity we need 
some notations. 
Put 
I ulnujv -u + v u ^ 0, v > 0 co a > 0, v — 0 
0 u = 0, o = 0 
then <p(w, i>) ^ 0. Hence ERn((p(Utn. Vt „) | gf^:) is well-defined. Set 
'*,* = E ER„(<P(t!<,» ^ „ ) | - . - i ) , lc< CO. 
; = i 
Theorem 5. Suppose the restrictions of P„ and Q„ to 5 t „, fc = 1,2,..., n — 1,2,..., 
are equivalent. If there exists an s > 0 with 
lim EQn exp {(1 + e) /„,„} < co 
then 
P„ -« Q „ . 
2. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
The results concerning contiguity and entire separation established in Theorem 2 
and 4, respectively, lead to transparent conditions if P„ is the distribution of Markov 
process and Q„ is the distribution of independent random variables. Suppose the 
measurable spaces [--;,„, S2(M], I = 1, 2,.. ., m„, n = 1, 2,. . . are of type (B) ([3]). 
Assume the a-algebras 9I( „ are countably generated. Let us be given distribution 
laws Kt „ on [Qly„, Sr i j n] and stochastic kernels 
_-j„(cOj_1>n, AUn) , C0j_1>B6-2j_1>n, Alt„e _IZ,„, / = 2, . . . , m „ . 
m„ 
Put [Q„, g„] = ® [„ z > n , 9lz>n], g0,„ = {$> --„} and denote by $*,„ the sub-a-algebra 
i= I 
of $„ generated by the projections up to fc, fc < m„ and gk>„ = §?„ for fc ^ m t. 
Denote by P„ the probability measure defined by the initial distribution K1 „ and the 
stochastic kernels Kly„. Furthermore, assume that vZ n are probability measures on 
[-.;,„, _r,>(1]. Put Q„ - v1>n X ... x vmn>„. 
I l l 
Relation (3) yields 
/=! 
Because of Gs>oori = 0 on {T} < co} we get 
m„ 
G ! 0 O j l l Hs(i.,,„, v.,n). 
' ' i = i 
HjKUa, vUn) is a real number and HS(K,,„, v,,B), / = 2 , . . . , m„, are random variables 





A(,„(s) = f H ^ ^ c o , - ! , , , , •)>
v/,..)v/-iidcor-i,->)> 
/ = 2 , . . . , m„, and A,,,,^) = Hs(KUn, v l iB). 
The above inequality and Corollary 1 to Theorem 3 provide 
Proposition 2. If 
m„ 




Now we deal with contiguity. Suppose Kln ~ v1>B and _£,,»(«>.-. i,,,, •) ~ v,_... 
for every co,., „ e £_,_.,„ / = 2,...,mn. Put 
_ dlC,,, 
dv; „ 
where it is assumed that ply„, / ^ 2, is chosen such that it is a measurable function 
of(co;_1,„, co;,„). 
Set 
Yi,« = jPi,„(<0u„) In pu((0Un) v.^dcoj,,,) 
Yi,«(cO/-i,„) = \Pi,n{w^Un, co;>„) In £,,„(©,_!,„, co,,„) v(j„(dco;j„) 
for Z = 2 , . . . , m„. 
As the random variables exp {y( _}, a r e independent under Q„ we get for a > 0 
EQ, exp «,„} = ru«» 
/ = i 
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where 
Xi,n(a) = e xP {a li,lt(
ai-1 ,„)} v,_i(„(dm,_, ,„), 
/ = 2 , . . . , m„, and %i,„(a) = exp [a Y1>n}. 
In this way we obtain from Theorem 5 
Proposition 3. If there exists an s > 0 so that 
1™ I I Xi,„(l + e) < oo 
n-»oo i = l 
then 
P„ -a Q„ • 
As an application of the Propositions we deal with Gaussian first order auto-
regressive processes. Denote by N(a, a2) the normal distribution with expectation 
a and variance a2. Suppose Z,, Z 2 , . . . , are i.i.d. random variables with common 
distribution N(0, J). Put 
Xu„ = Z, , Xk + Un = ot,„Xfc,„ + 7(1 - QI„) Z 1 + 1 , k = 1, 2, ..., m„ - 1 
where 0 < |QA„| < 1. 
Denote by P„ the distribution of the vector X, _„, ..., X„n>„ and by Q„ the distribution 
of the vector Z1 ; ..., Z,„n. That means in the framework formulated above 
*".,„ = v(j„ = N(0, 1) , K1+1>B(x„ •) = N(Qh„xh 1 - Qf,„). . 
Since A„(s) and %„(«) can be calculated explicitly we are able to show 
Proposition 4. It holds P„ <i Q„ iff 
lim sup |Q(J„| < 1 and Ilm X! 0?,n < °° • 
n-»oo l g l g m „ ' n - x 1 = 1 . ' 
P„ AQ„ iff at least one of the following conditions is fulfilled: 
hm sup \Q, „| = 1 
, , - . 00 l S I S m „ 
,„n 
l i m __ ef,„ = oo • 
(I-.00 ! = I 
Remark. A consequence of Proposition 4 is that either P„ <a Q„ or P„ AQ„. This 
fact is true in general for all sequences P„, Q„ of Gaussian distributions [1]. 
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3. PROOFS 
Proofs of Proposition 1. Let 0 < a, £ 1, 1 < i < fc, be real numbers. The follow-
ing inequalities are well-known: 
l - rf l«; = £ ( ! -« ; ) 
ft a,- = exp { £ In a,} < exP { - £ (I - a,)} . 
; = i ; = i i = i 
These inequalities imply the first relation in Proposition 1. In order to prove the 
second statement we make use of a general result [7] often applied in what follows. 
Let W be a non-negative ~;k measurable random variable. Then 
(18) - P W S V I ) - - R ( E M P | - - _ - I ) P-a-s. 
(19) EQ[W\ 3f„-t) = ER(VkW| &_. ) Q-a.s. 
Hence, both (18) and (19) hold R-a.s. on Afc_x := {Xk.t > 0, Yfc_x > 0}. Put 
W = U,V,® and assume 0 < s. < s2 < 1. Then by Holder's inequality 
Kui = h(vi-v}-'118f,-0 - EQ(FF« 1&_.) = 
_ [EQ(^
S21 Si-i)T l / 5 2 = H.i.1* R-a-s. on ._._. . 
Note that HSi, = 0 R-a.s. on A




Taking the product up to fc on both sides we get the right hand inequality in the 
second statement of Proposition 1. The inequality oh the left hand side may be 
obtained similarly. 
fc> 1 . 
on the set {T ^ fc}. Put ^ = XskYk~
s. The inclusions (1) show that (20) is also ful-
filled on the set {T < fc} as both XskYk ~
s and Gsk vanish on {T < fc}. It follows that 
where we used the fact that by (1) and (2) and the definition of Gsk 
E ^ t ! | ^ - , ) > 0 on { T i . f c } . 
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Proof of Тheorem 1 . Put 




• t iлГ 
kлT 
Тhen 
(20) xsX ~ s = Zs ,k^s,k 
Consequently, Zsk is a martingale. As Z s 0 = 1 we see that 
(21) ERZS I , = 1, fc-0,1,... 
Relation (20) gives R-a.s. 
(22) X*kYr
s = Z ^ ( G ; ^ Y < - - ^ ) 
for 0 < s < s2 < 1 and 
(23) ZHjt = [ Z L r t T ]
8 2 " • G"iA T lfA7-W 
for any 0 < s2 < s < 1. 
Let S be a stopping time and N a natural number. Since Zsji is a martingale we 
obtain from (21) 
E R Z ^ J V A S A T — 1 • 
Suppose now 0 < s2 < s < 1 and substitute k by N A Sin (23). Then by Holder's 
inequality 
(24) 1 < [ E R ^ A S A T Y ^ A S A r ] -
/ s [ E . Y ^ S A r G r J r ^ V f " 5 2 ^ = 
— TF XS y 1 _ s lsi/s TE r:-»/<»-»a) "l(»-»a)/* 
— L ^ R ^ / V A S A T ^ A S A T J L C Q U S 2 , ; V A S A T J 
Xk and Yk are uniformly integrable martingales. This fact implies that 
^ A S A T ^ V A " S A T ^ S ^ A S A T + ( 1 ~ S)YNASAT, N= 1,2,. . . , 
is uniformly integrable, too. Moreover, 
XNASATYNILT ~* XSATYS,~T R-a.s. as N -> GO 
where XM = X, YOT = Y Because of 0 < Hsfc = 1 
G -s/(s-s2) t (T
_ s / f s _ s 2) ac \ r _^ ̂ o 
S2 , IVASAT I U S 2 , S A T
 a s J> -» 00 . 
Therefore expectation and limit can be exchanged in (24). Hence, by the second 
statement in Proposition 1 
r y s v l - s > f p f - -s / (s -s 2 ) - ] - (s -s 2 ) /s 2 > f p (~<X2 T|?2 
V S A T ' S A T & L C Q U S 2 , S A T J £S L ^ Q ^ S . S A T J • 
If Q(S > T) > 0 then by our conventions [EQG*
2
s]
P2 = 0 so that 
(25) E R X s Y r ^ [ E Q G - ] K 
If Q(S > T) = 0 then Gs,s = GS > S A T Q-a.s.. As {S > T}e5SAT and YSAT is the 
density of Q S A T with respect to R S A T we get from Q(S > T) = 0 that R-a.s. 
xsYs's = xLT
Yi:-r = 0 on the set {S > T}. Hence BRXSATYS^T = E ^ y j -
and (25) is proved. Furthermore by Holder's inequality and (25) 
H,(P, Q) = ERXSYS
X'S + E^JPY1-' - XsYl~*) > 
= ERZsY i-
s - ER/(S < oo)X s Y r
s ^ [EQG:fs]"
2 - PS(S < co) Qi"»(S < oo). 
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Analogously one proves for 0 < s < st < 1 
HiP, Q) ^ [EpG^]!5' - PS(S < oo) Q'-*(5 < oo). 
Taking the maximum of the right hand sides we get (4). 
Now we prove the second statement in Theorem 1. ZSik is a non-negative martingale. 
Consequently ZJj00 := lim Zs>4 exists R-a.s. Observe X = l imX t , Y= lim Yk R-a.s. 
Hence (22) remains true for k = oo. Note that by Fatou's lemma 
- A . . < 1 . 
Suppose 0 < s < s2 < 1 and apply Holder's inequality to (22). Then by the second 
statement in Proposition 1 
^ S . P . Q (A ) < [ E R Z j ^ [ E R y G f - j ( i ) ] ' - " « < [EQG?l(A)f>. 
Using similar arguments one concludes for 0 < s t < s < 1 
^ S > P , Q ( A ) < [ E P G - / ( A ) P ' . 
These inequalities yield (5). Q 
Proof of the Corollary. Because of Gs0 = 1 the set [k: Gsk > Y} is non-empty 
for 0 < Y < 1. Put S = sup {k: Gsk > y}- Then S is a stopping time. As GsS > y 
inequality (7) is an immediate consequence of (4) and {S < oo} = {Gsoo < y}. 
For proving (6) we set A = {Gs(00 g Y } . Then by (5) 
H.(P, Q) = ^ S , P , Q ( A ) + ^ S l P > Q (A
c ) < YaiP' A Ya2P2 + ^ S , P , Q ( G S , O O > Y) • 
Since 
« . P l - - ! i l L ^ . ^ i as S lt5 
s(l - Sl) 
o ^ a - T — T ^ - 1 a s s ^ 5 -(1 - s) s2 
we get (6). 
In order to prove Theorem 3 we need auxiliary results which will be established 
in the following lemmas. Put 
f oo Uk > 0, Vk = 0 
Lk = \ UkjVk Vk > 0 
[ 0 Uft = 0, Vk = 0 . 
Introduce the stopping times Sc, Tcby 
Sc = inf {k: Jk > c] , Tc = inf {k: Lk> c] . 
Given A e g and a random variable £ taking values in [0, oo] the expression (/(A) . % 
is understood to be \ on A and 0 on Ac. 
Lemma 1. Suppose 1 > s > \ and c > 1. Then there exists a constant d(c) depend-
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ing only on c such that P-a.s. 
j„i00 < I(TC A Sc = oo) d(c) (1 - s) + /(Sc A Tc < oo) 2JW + W(c) 
where x 
^ ) = !Ep(/(T c = fc)|5t-1). 
_ = i 
Proof. The proof is divided into several steps. 
1. Set 
f(s, x) = sx + (1 - s) — Xs 
An easy consideration shows that there exists a constant e(c) so that 
/(_, x) ^ e(c) (1 - s)/(_, x ) , 0 < x ^ c , i < s < 1 . 
Hence 
(26) SM + (1 - s) » - usul~s *S (1 - s) _(c) (|M + i_ - M1/2l>1/2) 
for every 0 g M < c». 
Let 0 < x < co be fixed. Then f(s, x) is a non-negative concave function on s. 
Hence, if 0 < s < 1 then 
Z ( M _ = / ( _ S + i ( l - s), x) > | / ( s , x) 
or 
(27) f(s, x) < 2 A i , x ) . 
Before estimating Js __ we remark that 
U, ^ cVk on {Tc > fc} and Vk < c
_1Ufc < Uk on {Tc = fc} . 
Consequently, by (26) and (27) 
E^sU. + a - s j V . - U ^ V ' - i ^ - i ) ^ 
< ER(/(TC > k)(sUk + (l-s)Vk- UX-
S) | &_. ) + 
+ ER(/(TC = fc) (sUk + (1 - s) Vk - UlVt*) | &_/) + 
+ /(Tc =g fc - 1) ER(sU, + (1 - s) Vk - U*kVk> ~* | &_ , ) ^ 
< _(c)(l - s) ER(iU, + | F t - U
1/2Vfc
1/2 | &-_) + ER(/(TC = fc) U, | &_ , ) 
+ I(TC < oo) 2 ER(iU, + |V, - U
1/2V//2 | &_. ) . 
It holds R-a.s. 
1 - "_,* = ER(sUfc + (1 -s)Vk- UM -* | &_i ) 
on {T > k}. Furthermore, by (18) 
^ ( c ) = __ER(/(Tc = fc)Ufc|&-i) P-a.s. 
_ = i 
Inserting these relations into the above inequality we get P-a.s. 
(28) JS,T < e(c) (1 - s)7_, + W(c) + 2I(TC <cc)jrJ>. 
Obviously, x 
p( n {uk > o}) = i . 
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This means P(TC = oo, T < oo) = 0, and in view of (28) 
JS^I(SC A Tc = oo) < d(c)(l - s)I(Sc A Tc = oo) + W(c) 
where d(c) = ce(c). In order to complete the proof we note that j s o o = IJ^ by (27) 
and apply this inequality on the set {Sc A Tc < oo}. • 
Lemma 2. There exists a function c(s), \ < s < 1, such that lim c(s) = oo and 
sfl 
(29) GSj00 < exp {-(\W(c{s)) + (1 - s ) L } P-a.s. for \<s < 1 . 
Proof. There exists a function c(s), \ < s < 1, which tends to infinity as s tends 
to 1 such that 
s + (1 - s) x - xl~s = i on 0 < x < ljc{s). 
Hence 
su + (1 — s) v — usvx~s g: -̂M for 0 < c(s) v < u . 
Because of ~K(Uk | g ^ ) ^ 1 and ER(T^ | g t_1) < 1 we get 
1 - HSjt £ ER(sUfc + (1 - s) Vfc - U
s
kVk
l~s | &_. ) ^ 
Z'ZMTeM = k)iUk\%t-1). 
This leads to _/soo = iW(c(s)) P-a.s. and by Proposition 1 
GSj00 < exp {-iW(c(s))} P-a.s. 
Furthermore by the same Proposition for ^ < s < 1 
Gs,oo<. G ^ - ' < e x p { - 2 ( l - s ) i 0 0 } 
and 
GSj00 < (exp {-ipY(c(s))}) A (exp {-2(1 - s ) L J ) < 
< exp {-(i]Y(c(s)) + (1 - s)Jm)} P-a.s. Q 
Proof of Theorem 2. The equivalence of (8) and (9) has been established in [5]. 
Put sx = s
2. Then by (5) 
H s (P,„Q„)<[EP nGS j 0 0 jJ
/ 1 + s . 
This proves (9) —> (10). The implication (10) -> (9) is an immediate consequence 
of(7). 
Let us now prove (10) ~> (11). To do this we use Lemma 2 and obtain 
Ep„Gs,M„, < E p „ e x p { - ( i ^ ( c ( s ) ) + (1 - s)J00J} . 
Taking n -> oo and then s | 1 we get 
hm Em P„(iW;(c(s)) + (1 - s)Ja>i„ > d) = 0 
* t l ».-O0 
for every d > 0. Consequently, 
lim hm P , / ; ^ > dj(l - s)) = 0 
st l « -» 
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and because of 0 g Wn < 1 P„-a.s. 
Ilm hm EPnWn(c(sj) = Dm hm P„ ( sup Lk>„ > c{s)) = 0 . 
Now (11) is assumed to be fulfilled. Inserting the inequality of Lemma 1 into the 
first inequality of Proposition 1 we get 
(30) (1 - Gs>m>n) g l(Tc>n A Sc„ < oo) + d(c)(l - s)/(TCj„ A SCj„ = oo) + W„(c). 
As EPn W„(c) = P„(TCj„ < oo) g P„(SCj„ A TCj„ < oo) we obtain 
EPn(l - GSK,„) < 2P„(TCj„ A Sc„ < oo) + d(c)(l - s). 
Taking at first n -> oo then s j" 1 and finally c -> oo we see that (10) holds. • 
Proof of Theorem 3. The equivalence of (12) and (13) was shown in [5]. 
As 0 g GsoG„ < 1 R„-a.s. and 2/fs>?n,Qn < R„ we get 
fa..,. d,//s>P„,Q„ < ^S(P„,Q„(Qn) = HS(P„, Q„) 
which proves (13) -> (14). Alternatively, by (6) 
HS(P„, Q „ ) ^ Y + ^S ,P„,Q„(GS J W J„ > Y) < Y + - fa.,,, d^SjPnjQn 
for every 0 < y < 1. Taking n -> oo and then y ^ O w e see that (14) -> (13). 
By definition of J f s P n Q „ and P„ A Q„ 
fa,«,,„d(P„ A Q„) S GSi00>„ d^fs>Pn;Q„ 
which proves (14) -> (15). For proving (15) -> (14) we remark that 
G. „ „ dJf, P o -" . (» ,„ JT!Yj~
s dR„ = 
= \GS>0DJ(X„ < Y„)Z„Y„^
sdR„ + \GS>XJ(X„ ^ Y^Z'Y^dR,, -< 
^ r(*GSj00j„d(p„ A Q „ ) T + r [ G S j M , „ d ( p „ A Q „ ) T
 S. 
Corollary 1 results from condition (15) and the following inequality which holds 
for every non-negative measurable i;: 
f^d(P„ A Q„)<(EP^) A(EQn^). • 
Proof of Corollary 2. The first part follows directly from Corollary 1. In order 
to prove the second statement it is enough to show (see the first inequality in Propo-
sition 1) 
lim Hm P„(Jm>n < c) = 0 . 
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For this sake we apply Lemma 1 and obtain from the first inequality in Proposition 1 
(31) P„(Gs>a3>„ < y) <; P„(Gs>0O>„ < y, Sc>„ A Tc>„ = oo) + P„(SC>„ A Tc,„ < oo) 
S ?„(W„(c) _% 1 - y - d(c) (1 - s)) + P„(SC>„ A TCi„ < oo). 
An easy consideration shows 
Iim" I S ?n(Wn(c) = 1 - Y - d(c) (1 - s)) < Iim ?„(Wn(c) > 1 - y
1 / 2 ) . 
st l «^oo „->M 
Furthermore, in view of the additional assumption 
Urn ffin" ?„(Wn(c) > s) <, e"
l hm Hm" EPn I^,(c) < s"
1 lim ffiH P„(TCi„ < oo) = 0 
for every e > 0. Inserting the last two relations into inequality (31) we get in accord-
ance with the additional assumption 
ffin lEi Iffi P„(GS>C0>„ < y) < ffin ffin P„(SC>„ A Tc>„ < oo) ^ 
y | l s t l n^co c^co „^co 
_\ ffin ffin P„(SC,„ < oo). 
Applying this inequality to (7) we arrive to 
lim iim Hs(P„, Q„) ^ 1 - Imi ffin P„(SC,„ < oo) = Hm Hm P„(J00>„ < c) . 
S t l „^CO C-»CO „-CO C-CO „-C0 
In order to complete the proof it is sufficient to note that (13) implies (see the remark 
after Theorem 3) 
iim Hm Hs(P„, Q„) = o . • 
s f l n-co 
Proof of Theorem 4. Put s2 = v|/(s), S = oo in inequality (4). Then by the 
assumption 
iim iim HS(P„, Q„) = l 
stt »-« 
which is known to be necessary and sufficient for P„<a Q„ according to Theorem 3. 
Proof of Theorem 5. As the restrictions of P„ and Q„ to 5 i>n are equivalent the 
functions Uk „, Vk<„, k = 1, 2 , . . . , are positive with respect to P„ as well as to Q„. 
Hence by (18) we have P„-a.s. and Q„-a.s. 
»„.,, -E ,K ,> f I».-.,.) 
and because of Jensen's inequality we may continue 
^ exp | (1 - s) Ep„ (in %*- &_i ,„)J = exp { - ( 1 - s) ER„((p(Ufc>„, vk,n) | &_!,,)} . 
Hence 
(32) G s > c 0 > „ ^ e x p { - ( l - s ) / < o > „ } . 
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Choose a > 1 such that (1 + a)ja < 1 + s and put \|/(s) = s — a(l - s) for 
a/(l + a) < s < 1. Then 0 < \|/(s) < s and by (32) we have 
re (.-a-+(*))*/(i-*)(s-+(*)n-(*-+(*))/+(*) > 
LCQ„'Js,oo,n J = 
l-a(l-s)/(s-a(l-s)) 
^ [EQ„exp{(l + e)/oon}]-«(i-*)/(*-«(i-*)) -[^ f̂т^ЧÏ 
The statement of Theorem 5 is a consequence of this inequality and Theorem 4. • 
Proof of Proposition 4. Denote by 7V(a, G2) the normal distribution with expecta-
tion a and variance G2. An easy calculation shows 
U + (.-^J { 2(Д + , - s , ± ) | 
H.(M 
where fc; = of
2. If 0 < Igl < 1 then 
Hs(Лt(Qx, 1 - Q
2). ЛГ(0,1)) = [ J l ^ Ľ ^ J 1 7 2 exp | - S(l - S) Q
2X2 
Put s = \. Then 
2 ( 1 - ( 1 - S ) Q 2 ) 
8 1 / 2 ( X ) : = H 1 / 2 ( І V ( Q X , 1 - Q
2 ) , N ( 0 , І ) ) = 
• l-Ł-j-ет^j-ł-___.}_ 
L 1 - ł Є 2 J 1 8 1 - Ì Q 2 | -
1 - Q2)1'2!1'2 < Гd - e 2 ) 1 / 2 l 
~ L i - ł e 2 J 
e x p { - | Q 2 x 2 } . 
Consequently, 
and 
C П _ 02\l/2-|l/2 
Ä(i) = j S1/2(x) N(0, 1) (dx) < [ ү ^ j Г j
 [ 1 + ^ ' 
m„ m„ r f l _ „2 \l/2-|l/2 
nva)_n V T 4 - [1 + KJ-^ 
' = 1 ' = 1 L l ~ tQl.n J 
Suppose lim( sup |Q._ | ) = l .Then 
Suppose now 
lim TI \ n _ lim (4 inf (1 - Q 2 „ ) ) 1 / 4 = 0 . 
„-oo 1=1 n-oo l < ! < m „ 
l i m Z Є2„ = °o • 
Then because of - J In (1 + .x) _ - $x, 0 _ x _ 1, we get 
m„ m„ 
lim _. _,.„(.) _ lim exp {- f £ Q2„} = 0 . 
„-+oo! = l n-oo ( = 1 
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In order to complete the proof of Proposition 4 we show that the first and second 
condition imply P„ o Q„. 
Denote by p the Radon-Nikodym derivative of N(a, a2) with respect to iV(0, 1). 
Then 
\p In p diV(0, 1) = i-(-ln CT2 + CT2 - 1) + |oc2 . 
Hence 
Y.+ i i* . ) = K - M 1 - ef,») - Q?,.) + iQlnxl 
and 
(33) x . + i » = [ e x p { i ( - ln ( l - 6?,,) - Q
2,„)}]° • 
.fexp{aiQ2„xf}iV(0), l)(dx,) = 
= (1 - a Q
2 „)- 1 / 2 exp {ia(- In (1 - Q2„) - Q2„)} 
for a Q2„ < 1. 
Given a real number 0 < 5 < 1 there exists a constant C(5) depending only 
on 5 such that 
(34) - ^ ( 1 - ^ x ^ ( 8 ) ^ 
|(ln (1 - x2) + x2) < C(5) x2 1 - 5 
for 0 S \x\ g 1 - 5. 
We suppose that both the first and second condition hold. Then there exists 
numbers n0, 0 < 5 < 1, 0 < d < 00, so that 
(35) o 2 „ < ( l - S ) 2 , £ e ? , - _ -
1=1 
for every n > n0. Put e = (1 - 5 )
_ 1 - 1, a = 1 + s. Then a > 1, s > 0 and 
by (33), (34), (35) 
f j X(,„(l + s) ^ exp {C(5). d] for n ^ n0 . 
1 = 1 
Hence 
hm fj x;,„(l + e) < 00 
and we obtain P„ <a Q„ in view of Proposition 3. 
(Received April 25, 1985.) 
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